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Wastewater
Forklift: Train the Trainer
Michael Wilson (left) and Josh Haring (lower left) became certified forklift trainers. Having

onsite forklift trainers will improve our efficiency for training new staff on this OSHA required
training. Forklift fatalities are prevalent in manufacturing, construction, trade, transportation
and utilities. The total number of injuries per year (non-serious, serious and fatal) is 96,785.
Many of these injuries are due to improper training or sheer carelessness on the job. There are an
estimated 855,900 forklifts in the United States. That means that each year, more than one in 10
forklifts are involved in an accident (assuming one accident per forklift). Employers must ensure
forklift operators complete the training and evaluation specified in OSHA standards.

Bat Houses Encourage Helpful Residents

Bat houses added to
an exterior wall

Annual objectives are set each year for the Wastewater Division’s Environmental Management
System (ISO 14001) certification. One of the objectives this year was the installation of bat houses
to provide favorable habitat for bats. This was a great opportunity toward our goal of enhancing
the environment for wildlife. The idea came from one of our operators, Brandon Johnson, who
made the recommendation based on his observation that bats frequently use the water treatment
areas to forage for insects.
Bats are critical pollinators, pest controllers, and seed distributors. Their presence and activities benefit many aspects of humanity’s existence. For example,
Little Brown Bats, which commonly use bat houses for roosting, eat nine different mosquito species known to harbor the West Nile virus, a disease that poses a
threat to humans and many bird species. A single bat will eat between 300-3000
insects per night! There is increasing scientific evidence that the health of bat
populations may correlate with the health of natural ecosystems where they live.

Judkins Point Pump Station Electrical Upgrade

Our electricians completed an electrical upgrade of Judkins Point Pump Station this year. The
project included demolition and replacement of the old distribution panel, pump controllers, and
the level controls. The upgrade brought the station up to current electrical code and eliminated
operational hazards associated with the old electrical system.
The upgrade from old bubble tube wet well level controls, which used a compressed air system
for electronic controls, reduced electrical power consumption. This power conservation improvement also achieved an Environmental Management System objective for continual improvement
of our environmental performance.
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Parks & Open Space
The System Plan Sweeps the Planning Awards Season
The City of Eugene Parks and Recreation System Plan was named the winner of the
American Society of Landscape Architecture (ASLA) Oregon 2018 Award of Excellence in Analysis and Planning and the Oregon Recreation and Park Association
(ORPA) 2018 Outstanding Planning Award. The respective honors capped off a year
that included two additional public engagement awards for the System Plan and
overwhelming public support shown by the passage of bond and levy funding measures.

In Full Swing at Hendricks Park

There is a brand new swing set at Hendricks
Park, inspired by the original which hung
between two Douglas fir trees. Unfortunately, both the trees and the swing set fell
victim to the 2016 ice storm. Instead of replacing the swing
set with a generic version, Parks planning staff was determined to pay homage to the unique design of the original
swing, which visitors to the park have loved for decades.
With funding from the Friends of Hendricks Park, visitors
to the park can once again swing to new heights.

A New Location for “Father of Bicycling” Memorial
The well-traveled Knickerbocker Bridge’s tribute to its namesake
has gone overlooked until now. Originally placed far from the bridge
itself, the monument honoring Willie Knickbocker, “Eugene’s Father
of Bicycling,” had become camouflaged by more and more vegetation over the years, and so was rarely noticed. To go along with
recent upgrades to the bridge, Parks staff took the opportunity to
bring Willie out from the shadows and shine a spotlight on him with
a new monument in a more prominent location. The new monument
features the original plaque alongside a bronze image of Willie.

Engineering
Historic Airphotos Added to GeoDART
Almost two years ago the PW Info Team learned that the University of Oregon (UO) Document
Center had a large collection of historic airphotos in their GIS library. During subsequent meetings it was determined that conversion of the airphotos as digital images for computer display
would be mutually beneficial for both the UO and the City of Eugene.
As a result, a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) was drafted which outlined the shared
conversion responsibilities and listed the products. The UO agreed to scan the individual airphotos while the Info Team would georeference and mosaic the scanned images. Seven sets of black
and white airphotos were selected from the UO collection; one for each decade from 1930 to 1990
based on clarity and extent.
So far, work has been completed on the 1994, 1982, 1977 and 1952 sets. They may be viewed
in GeoDART by selecting them from the Natural Features dropdown menu. The 1965 set is ready
and will soon be added. The 1944 and 1936 sets are currently being georeferenced and should be
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available in GeoDART by March. Note that the older sets are not as clear as the newer ones due to
the quality of the airphotos, but cultural development is discernable.
Bill Blade and Jennifer Carrell of the Info Team must be acknowledged for the work they have
done to process these historic airphoto maps. Good job!

Maintenance
New Crosswalk Improves Access to
Lindholm Service Center
The City of Eugene, in conjunction with Lane County, recently
completed the installation of a pedestrian crossing on Highway 99. The crossing was installed in order to improve access
to the St. Vincent dePaul’s Lindholm Center and features new
ADA accessible ramps, a center island constructed out of plastic curbing with retroreflective tubular markers and a temporary rectangular flashing beacon system (RRFB), which was
generously lent to us by the City of Springfield. Although long
planned, the recent creation of the houseless-persons camp
on Highway 99 created a need for immediate action. Future
plans for the crossing include the replacement of the RRFB
with a more permanent installation, and continued monitoring to look for other improvements.
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